Mysteries at the Museum
Have you got a clue where the missing items might be?
Sherlock Holmes, the great detective from London,
England, has traveled to Oklahoma to help Mr. Marland
find some missing items. Help Holmes find the missing
items in the rooms of the Marland Grand Home. Photos of
the items are shown in this booklet.

Good luck Super Sleuths!

The
Marland Grand Home
presents

Mysteries
at the

Museum
Marland’s Grand Home
1000 East Grand Avenue
Ponca City, Oklahoma

Seek & Find

Locate the following mystery items in the various
rooms of the Marland Grand Home. When you do,
label each with its room location from the list below
on each page. Mark off each room as you find it.
Locations will correlate with standing or wall signs in
each area. There will be only one item per room.

When you are finished
with the Seek and Find
booklet,
take it to
the front
desk for a
prize!
This trunk held the belongings of a
famous cowgirl on the 101 Ranch.
______________________________

This china item hanging on the
wall was made especially for E.W.
Marland in honor of his birthday.

Nice work super sleuths!
Sherlock Holmes, Private Investigator

This decorative iron grate covered
the heating system in the home in
1916.

_____________________________

____________________________

This item was home to a bird in the
1920s.

This communication item included a
rotary dial and cord with earpiece.

_____________________________

_______________________________
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This small round metal disc was
embedded in the bar top and
electrified in order to pull
practical jokes when touched.

This door handle lead to a dressing
room for the guest bathers to change
into their swimming suits.

This large metal fan carried away
smoke and smelly fumes.

This vase was perched on the dash
board of the car of Mary Virginia
Marland to make her happy.

___________________________

____________________________
______________________________

________________________________

This black and white mosaic tile
design was typical of the 1920s.
This spring board was used to
jump from into the water.
___________________________

___________________________

This photo shows a bear named
“Tony” that lived at the 101 Ranch
as a pet.

This large painting of aspen
trees is soothing and serene.
__________________________

______________________________

Room Clues for Pages 5 and 6 :
(Basement Level Only)
101 Ranch Room, Archeology Room, Recreation Rooms (2),
Swimming Pool
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Room Clues for Pages 1 and 2 :
(First Floor Only)
Back Hallway, Butler’s Pantry,
Dining Room, Library, Kitchen,
Living Room, Old Garage,

This outlet provided a place to
insert a central vacuum hose.
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____________________________

This collection of rocks shows raw
turquoise before being made into
jewelry.

This item was used in the Marland
Oil offices in Ponca City,
Oklahoma.

_____________________________

____________________________

These plumbing works provided
Mary Virginia Marland with hot
water.

This large apparatus kept Mary
Virginia Marland cool during her
long illness.

___________________________

______________________________

This decorative art wall motif depicted a
popular sport of the day, horsemanship.
This headpiece was worn for
native ceremonial purposes.

__________________________________

_________________________

These wooden tools were used by
the Northwest tribes for fishing.

This lettering signified cloth
items for the home’s beds.

____________________________

___________________________

This piece of outdoor furniture
was original to the Marland family.
_____________________________
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Room Clues for Pages 3 and 4 :
(Second Floor Only)
Basket and Pottery, Bath, Guest Room, Linen Closet,
Lydie’s Room, Matriarchal Room, Oil Office, Patriarchal Room,
Second Floor Landing
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